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Introductiqn

When an AlCu alloy with up to 2.5 at% Cu is quenched from about 540 °C to
roorn temperature it decomposes through a series of metastable precipitates.
These are the Guinier-Preston I (GPI) zones, the Guinier-Preston II (GPII or
3") zones and the phase 9'. The equilibrium precipitate is the phase 6 of com-
position CuAl2. The GPI and GPII zones are coherent with the matrix and are res-
ponsible for the hardening of the alloy (1). In this paper we are concerned with
the supersaturated solid solution (SSSS) and the GPI zones. The GPI zones are
platelets on {loo} lattice planes up to 5 nm in diameter which distort the sur-
rounding lattice. They dissolve within seconds at 200 C (reversion). Depending
on the time for which the alloy is kept at 2OO C the Cu goes in solution or
more stable precipitates are forraed. Despite the numerous publications done so
far on GPI zones (reviewed e.g, in references 1,2) there are a number of open
questions: l. what is the fraction x of Cu in the alloy precipitating into
zones? 2. What is the fraction a of Cu in each platelet? 3. What is the number
n of layers in a GPI zone? How do X, et and n depend on the initial concentra-
tion c of Cu and on the annealing temperature TA? 4. What is the amount of
displacement of the neighboring AI planes? In a recent small angle neutron scat-
tering (SANS) investigation of GPI zones it was found (2) that the product Xan
depends strongly on the Cu concentration CQ and on the ageing temperature TA.
Xin is always substantially smaller than 1. For alloys annealed at 22 °C Xan
is 0.66 at 2.3 at% Cu and 0.42 at l at% C-j. In SANS only the product Xan could
be determined, but not the individual factors. The combination of the SANS and
of the present EXAFS investigation will enable us to determine the individual
factors X, ci and n and the lattice distortion of the first neighboring AI plane.

EXAFS spectroscopy

The X-ray absorption coefficient p(E) in Condensed matter shows a fine
structure (EXAFS) above the different absorption edges. This effect can be
used äs a local probe giving interatomic distances rj and coordination numbers
Ni for the j-th Shell around the atom which absorbs the photon of energy E(3-5).
Ir we denote by k the wave vector of the photoelectron which was bound with
energy En

£ 1 )

the modulation in the absorption coefficient reads

2)
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In the present case we have measured the EXAFS at the K edge of Cu in dif-
ferent AlCu alloys. F-;(k} is the amplitude with which the photoelectron is
scattered back from tne AI and Cu neighbors surrounding the absorbing Cu atom
and <fc-;(k} is the corresponding change in phase occuring in the absorber and
backscatterers. D^ is a factor taking care of inelastic losses and i-> a Debye-
Waller factor. We have determined F.:(k)' D^ and $^{k) from model compounds
(metallic copper for Cu-Cu pairs ana CuAl2, NiAl and CoAl for Cu-Al pairs).

Experimental details

The samples used in the present investigation were polycrystalline foils of
lOo pm thickness with 0.5, l, 2 and 2.3 at% Cu. They were homogenized at 54O C
in a He atmosphere and quenched to -6O °C (for preparing SSSS) or to room tero-
perature {for precipitating GPI zones). Since a SSSS of AlCu Starts to decom-
pose at about -30 C due to vacancy raigration, a high cooling rate (3000O °C/sec)
and a low bath temperature {-6O C) are necessary to quench-in the equilibrium
state present at 54O C (6). The samples oontaining GPI zones were aged for 3O
days at room temperature. A sample with 2.3 at% Cu was annealed for 20 hours at
room temperature and for 6 hours at 243 C in order to precipitate the phaseQ'-
The model compounds CuAl^/ CoAl and HiAl were prepared by melting appropriate
amounts of the elements in a cold crucible in purified argon.

The EXAFS were measured in transmission at the Hamburger Snychrotronstrah-
lungslabor (beam line ROEMO) and at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Labora-
tory, Si(lll) double crystal monochromators with an energy resolution of about
2 eV at the K edge of Cu were used. All measurements were done at 77 K.

Experimental results
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FIG 1 : ,,
EXAFS X*K for CUA12 and
for A^Cu (2.3 at% Cu) with
phase G', with GPI zones
and äs supersaturated solid
solution {SSSS).
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Figure l shows the EXAFS x'k versus k for the SSSS, for GPI zones, for the
phase s' and for CuAl-2. The changes in the alloys during the decoraposition are
clearly visible in the EXAFS. The values for EO used in Eq. (1) were chosen to
be at the first inflection point in the K edges. The scattering araplitudes and
phases for Cu-Cu pairs used in Eq. (2) were extracted from metallic Cu. The mo-
del compounds used to extract the amplitudes and phases for Cu-Al pairs were
CoAl and NiAl which have CsCl structure. The amplitudes and phases which vary
only slowly with the atomic number Z (7) were extrapolated from Co-Al and Ni-Al
to Cu-Al. A consistency test with these data on the structure of CuAl2 {which
häs Cu and Al neighbors in the first coordination shell around a Cu atom) gave
satisfactory results .

We now proceed with the results obtained on the SSSS. A detailed analysis
of the first neighbor distances r-^ around a Cu atom is shown in f igure 2. Note
that r-£ shows a linear dependence on the Cu concentration c . In dilute A IC u
(c -* 0) the first Shell of AI neighbors is at (O.280_+O,QOl°nm compared to a
first neighbor distance of 0.285 nm in pure Al. The smaller atomic volume of
Cu compared to that of AI produces a contraction s-, of the first AI Shell by
-(O.OO5+O.O01)nm. Besides the local lattice distortion Si {measured in EXAFS)
the Cu impurities in Al create a lattice contraction AV/v co which can be de-
termined by lattice parameter raeasurement, Dorn et al {8) found in dilute AlCu
alloys {with c below O.l at% Cu).

AI-AI

0.280

(nm)

0.275

0.270

0.265
0

FIG 2:
First neighbor distance r-| in

35sec dt 200t ssss of A1Cu (circles). The re-
sults by Fontaine et al (11)
are shown äs sauares. The tri-

335sec

T 3300sec

CQ(at%)

angles (V) show the result for
reverted alloys kept for 35,
335 and 3300 seconds at 200 °C.

V c. = -O,4l + O.O6 {3)

In an cubic elastic medium (like Al) the local contraction s, and the lattice
Parameter contraction AV/V c are related by (9-1O)

l i i V c 4)

The elastic constants {cii + 2ci->) for Al have the value 2.284
a is the lattice constant of Al. Tne static Greens functions G,- and G,.
have been calculated by Schober (10). Using his data Eq. (4) reads -1

l 7 21O dyn/cnr



s [nm] = 0.0123 ~̂- (5)
z o

Inserting Eq. (3) in Eq. (5) we obtain for the local lattice distortion ŝ
obtained from lattice parameter measurements the value s» = -(O.OO5+O.OO1)nm,
in very good agreement with the result obtained by EXAFS. In an earlier EXAFS
study on AlCu alloys Fontaine et al (11) found an interatomic distance r̂  in
a solid solution of 0.2725 nm, (figure 2). The corresponding distortion s± in
the first Shell is 2.5 times larger than that observed in the present investi-
gation. What Fontaine et al Claim to be a solid solution was in reality a sam-
ple with GPI zones which were reverted for 2 months at 190 C. We have also
analyzed the interatomic distances of alloys with GPI zones which were rever-
ted for different amounts of time (35, 335 and 33OO See) at 200 C. The result
is shown in figure 2. Shortly after reversion the interatomic distance ri is
very similar to that in a SSSS. But already after l hour at 200 C the state
of the alloy is no longer that of a SSSS. We feel that the samples used in the
present investigation which were quenched to a temperature where the vacancy
migration is suppressed were really SSSS of AlCu.

We attribute the decrease in the first neighbor distance rj_ with c in fi-
gure 2 to short ränge order (SRO) in the SSSS. An analysis of the alloy with
2.3 at% Cu gives l to 2 additional Cu atoms next to a given Cu atom. Hatsubara
and Cohen (12J found by diffuse X-ray scattering in an alloy with 1.7 at% Cu
at 520 °C that the Cu atoms tend to form small Cu-rich clusters of various
shapes. Our result agrees qualitatively with this observation.

We now proceed with the analysis of the structure of the GPI zones. When a
supersaturated AlCu alloy decomposes at room temperature, not all the Cu atoms
precipitate into GPI zones but some will stay in solution. The fraction X which
precipitates into GPI zones depends on the initial Cu concentration c and on
the ageing temperature T . This fraction has to be known in order to änalyse
the EXAFS data correctly. We have extracted this number from the SANS analysis
mentioned above (2) which gave Xun = O.66 for c = 2.3 at* and O.42 for l at%
Cu. Figure 3a shows the EXAFS for AlCu *ith l and 2.3 at% Cu annealed for one
month at room temperature. We do not expect the two Curves to be identical
since the product Xan and äs we will see the fractions X are not equal in both
alloys. We have decomposed the measured EXAFS xm_,j„ (figure 3a) according to

meas GPI SSSS '

where Xgsss ^s tne EXAFS for the SSSS and XQPI the contribution for the GPI zones
alone. The best agreement for the GPI contribution of alloys with l and 2.3 at%
is obtained for X = O.66 at 2.3 at% and X = 0.42 at l at% Cu. This corresponds
to n=a=l (monolayered GPI zones of pure copper). The result of this decomposi-
tion is shown in figure 3b. We have analysed these EXAFS with a two shell fit
(AI and Cu neighbors with 4 free parameters: two distances and two coordination
numbers). The results are summarized in table l. The following points are note-
worthy.

(1) The distance from a Cu atom in a GPI zone to its first Al neighbors is
(O.263+O.O02)nm. This corresponds to a 16 % shrinkage of the neighboring
Al planes towards the Cu platelet. This agrees well with the value of 17 %
quoted by Fontaine et al (11) for this parameter. On the other hand, Gerold
(13) found a shrinkage of only 10 %.

(2) The fit shows the Cu atoms in the platelet to occupy Al sites with an in-
teratomic distance of O.285 nm.

(3) In the average a Cu atom has 3.5 other Cu atoms äs first neighbors. This is
what we expect for monolayered GPI zones of pure Cu on Al IlOOl planes. The
expected number is smaller than 4 due to the finite size of the GPI zones
(diameters of 2.16 and 2.64 nm for l and 2.3 at% Cu (2)) in which an appre-
ciable fraction of Cu atoms are located at the edge of the zones.
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FIG 3:
EXAFS x-k for AlCu with 2.3 at%
(füll line) and 1 at% (crosses)
copper containing GPI zones:
a) äs measured and
b) after the decomposition accor-

ding to EQ. ( 6 ) .
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TABLE 1: First Shell Distances r, and Coordination Numbers N,
around Cu in GPI Zones in AlCu.

(at%) r,(nm)

0.263 + 0,002 1O + 2

0.265 + O.OO2 8 + 2

0.285 + O.002 3 . 8 + 1

O.286 + 0.002 3.5 + l

This result supports the decomposition according to Eq. (6) found in figure 2.

The result found in ehe present investigation is in contradiction to the con-
conclusion made by Fontaine et al (11). These authors found that the GPI zones
in A_l.Cu are monolayers with an average composition of 5O % Cu and 5O % Al. Since
Fontaine et al used an incorrect model for the solid solution in their analysis
of the GPI zones (see figure 2) i t is not supprising that tbeir result differs
from the present one. Our result is also in contradiction to a diffuse X-ray
scattering investigation by Auvray et al (14). These authors found the GPI
zones to be a mixture of single and multilayer zones of pure Cu. This would
irr.ply a Cu-Cu coordination larger than 4. We have found no evidence for this
in our analysis for a decomposition äs in Eq. (6). Assuming X = l gives also
Nn smaller than 4. At the present time we have no explanation for this discre-
pancy, unless we assume that the long ageing time of 12 years used in reference
14 has created a different state of decomposition in their alloy compared to
the alloys used in this investigation.
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Conclusions

The results of the present EXAFS investigation on AlCu can be summarized
äs follows:

(1) In order to prevent the decomposition of a supersaturated solid solution
(SSSS) of AlCu it is necessary to quench the alloy to temperatures below
-3O C. SSSS show short ränge order. In the dilüte limit the lattice dis-
tortion s, of the first AI coordination shell around a Cu atom is -(O.OO5+
O.OO1}nm. This result agrees well with the value deduced from lattice para-
meter measurenients.

(2) The fraction X of Cu precipitating into GPI zones in AlCu depends on the
initial Cu concentration c and on the ageing temperature. The remaining
Cu stays in solution. At room temperature 66 % of the Cu in an alloy with
2.3 at% Cu precipitates into GPI zones. At l at% Cu the fraction is only
42 %.

(3) GPI zones in A^lCu are monolayers of pure Cu with Cu occupying AI sites.
The shrinkage of the neighboring AI planes towards the Cu platelets is
16 %. Of all the models proposed so far for GPI zones the present model
agrees best with that proposed by Gerold (13).

(4) AlCu alloys with GPI zones which are reverted at 20O °C resemble a SSSS
only within the first 100 seconds. After an hour at 2OO C a state differ-
ent from a SSSS is reached.
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